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GOETHE’S OSSIAN, IN AN UNRECORDED VARIANT

01. [MACPHERSON, James]. Works of Ossian. Vol. I[–IV].
[Vol. I:] N. p., n. d. [Darmstadt, privately printed, 1773]; [vols II–IV:]
Francfort and Leipzig printed for I. G. Fleischer 1777.
4 vols, 8vo (167 × 102 mm), pp. xxxii, [6], 143, [1]; 192; 271, [1]; 204,
plus final blanks; with etched title-pages designed by Goethe; tear to the
final leaf in vol. III sometime repaired, natural printing flaw to N6 in vol.
IV; late nineteenth-century marbled boards.
£5000
This is the very rare edition of Ossian produced by Goethe (still only 23)
and his friend, Johann Heinrich Merck (the same year they selfpublished Götz von Berlichingen). The
following year Goethe published Die
Leiden des jungen Werthers, perhaps
the greatest Ossian reader of all, and
the success of Macpherson’s work in
Germany was assured. As Henry
Crabb Robinson remarked to Goethe
in 1829: ‘The taste for Ossian is to be
ascribed to you in a great measure. It
was Werther that set the fashion’
(Diary, Reminiscences, and
Correspondence, ed. Sadler, II, 432).
Impetus for producing the book was
simply that copies of the original
English text were so hard to come by
in Germany. Michael Denis had had to
use Cesarotti’s Italian version as the
basis for his German translation (the
first complete translation into any
language, 1768–9), and Herder had
been relying on second-hand sources
for years before in 1771 he borrowed a
copy which Goethe had found in his
father’s library. It was that copy (the
1765 London edition) which Goethe
subsequently used for his edition with Merck, designing the etched titlepage himself (his first piece of book design).
The book’s rarity meant it was all but unknown to scholarship for a long
time (‘Dieses Werk wird hiermit zum ersten Mal öffentlich angeboten.

Bis vor kurzem den Goethe-Forschern unbekannt … dürfte [es] zu den
grössten Seltenheiten der Goethe-Literatur zählen’, Deneke sale, 1909,
lot 373).
The first edition is usually catalogued with volumes I and II as
Darmstadt, privately printed, 1773–4 (with neither volume bearing an
imprint, or a publication date), and volumes III and IV ‘Francfort and
Leipzig printed for I. G. Fleischer 1777’. In this copy, vol. II has what
appears to be an unrecorded title-page, dated 1777.
Borst 260; Goedeke IV/III, 120, 79; Speck 1293; Tombo, Ossian in
Germany 1777.

RE-EDITED AND RESET

02. [MACPHERSON,
James]. Works of Ossian.
Vol. I[–IV]. Francfort and
Leipzig printed for I. G.
Fleischer 1783.
4 vols bound in two, 8vo (173 ×
102 mm), pp. xxvi, 94, [6], 143,
[1]; 192; 271, [1]; 181, [23]; with
etched title-pages designed by
Goethe; occasional light foxing;
contemporary marbled boards,
contrasting paper spine labels
(creased and chipped) lettered
gilt, extremities rubbed, rear free
endpaper sometime removed.
£1800
Second edition, entirely reset
despite similarities of pagination,
re-edited by Merck (who left out
the Gaelic ‘Specimen of the Original of Temora’ at the end of vol. IV, and
inserted John Clark’s An Answer to Mr. Shaw’s Inquiry into the
Authenticity of the Poems ascribed to Ossian, Edinburgh, 1781, at the
beginning of vol. I), and with the title-pages re-etched. It is also,
incidentally, the edition of Ossian read by Schiller.
Goedeke IV/III, 121, sub 79; Speck 1294; Tombo 1777n.

CONTAINING THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF A GOETHE POEM

03. [HERDER, Johann Gottfried]. Volkslieder … Erster Theil [–
Nebst untermischten andern Stücken. Zweiter Theil]. Leipzig, in
der Weygandschen Buchhandlung 1778[–9].
2 vols, 8vo (164 × 95 mm), pp. 335, [1]; 315, [1]; without the preface to
vol. II, often lacking; some spotting and light foxing in places, leaves a
little toned; still a very good copy in a slightly later German Pappband
painted to resemble tree calf, extremities rubbed, contrasting paper
spine labels lettered gilt, a little chipped; with the private inkstamp of
Georg Alfred Heyne (1792–1874; son of Christian Gottlob Heyne, 1729–
1812, librarian at Göttingen University) to the blank title versos; ms. ink
annotations, some dated 1813/14, transcribing English and German
verse (Beaumont & Fletcher, Julius Wilhelm Zincgref, a version of the
Scottish ballad ‘Bonnie James Campbell’, ‘Verabredung’ (noted as a
Moravian folksong), and Scott’s ‘Proud Maisie’), to the endpapers.
£1500
First edition of an anthology of
‘northern’ ballads, collected and,
where necessary, translated into
German by Herder.
German interest in folksongs
began in the middle of the
eighteenth century, stoked in no
small part by the Europe-wide
mania for Ossian. Thomas
Percy’s influential Reliques of
Ancient English Poetry (1765) was
also much admired, and Herder,
who had been sent a copy by
Rudolf Erich Raspe (of
Munchausen fame) in August
1771, the same month Herder
wrote the first draft of his essay
Über Ossian und die Lieder alter
Völker, responded to calls for a
German Percy. In 1773, he began
translating sections of the
Reliques and collecting other
North European folksongs for a
volume of ‘Alte Volkslieder,
englisch und deutsch zusammen’

which, though sent to the press, on account of numerous errors by the
printer was never published. In 1777, Herder returned to the project,
and the first volume, now titled simply Volkslieder, appeared the
following year.
A glance at the contents pages reveals the extraordinary range of the
originals—Lithuanian, Spanish, Swiss, Danish, Skaldic, Morlach, Greek,
Estonian, Lapp, Latvian, Greenlandic—but as Percy’s Reliques was the
impetus, most come from English or Scots. Other sources include
Ramsay’s Tea-table Miscellany, D’Urfey’s Wit and Mirth, or Pills to purge
Melancholy, Camden’s Remaines, Ossian, and, perhaps surprisingly,
Shakespeare (Measure for Measure, Cymbeline (two extracts), The
Tempest, As You Like It (two extracts), Othello, Twelfth Night, Hamlet),
who also provides the quotation on the title-page of the first volume
(Laertes’ ‘A violet in the youth of primy nature …’, in German). Goethe
is another: the first appearance in print of ‘Klaggesang von der edlen
Frauen des Agan-Aga’ (‘Die Uebersetzung dieses edlen Gesanges ist
nicht von mir’, notes Herder), plus songs collected in Alsace.
Borst 359; Goedeke IV/I, 728, 62.

THE FIRST, AND MOST POPULAR, ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF WERTHER
HENRIETTA MASTERMAN’S COPY

04. [GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von]. The Sorrows of Werter:
a German Story … The second Edition … London: Printed for J.
Dodsley … 1780.
2 vols in one, small 8vo (150 × 97 mm), pp. viii, 168, [4], 172; complete
with the half-titles; light marginal browning, but a crisp copy, in
contemporary half calf, marbled boards (some light surface wear),
rubbed with some wear to extremities, spine creased, upper joint
cracked but sound, a little offsetting from the turn-ins, front free
endpaper sometime removed, spine gilt in compartments with red
morocco lettering-piece; early ink ownership inscription ‘Henr.
Masterman’ (see below) to the title-pages, engraved armorial bookplate
of Barbara Hylton Madge (1882–1967) to front pastedown.
£950
Second edition (a reprint of the first, 1779—‘apparently not obtainable, at
any rate not in the Brit. Mus.’, Oswald, p. 53—with the errata emended)
of the first English translation of Goethe’s Die Leiden des jungen
Werthers (1774), via a French translation from 1777. The translator is
now commonly thought to have been Daniel Malthus (1730–1800),
father of the economist.

‘Malthus’s translation did
much to make Werther and
Goethe known in England. It
passed through several
editions and was reprinted
oftener than any of the other
English versions of
Werther … It was [also]
through this translation that
Werther first became known
to any degree in America,
where at least three reprints
were published between
1784 and 1798’ (Orie W.
Long, ‘English translations of
Goethe’s Werther’, The
Journal of English and
Germanic Philology, vol. 14,
no. 2 (1915), p. 177).
‘What Goethe did in Werther
was revolutionary; the novel
was to become a watershed
in the development of
German literature. A story of
youthful emotion and
passion, it reflects Goethe’s
own disastrous love affair
with a friend’s fiancée, and it
ends in tragedy: tormented by unrequited love, Werther shoots himself.
Werther was the 1770s equivalent of A Clockwork Orange in the
1960s—a book that put violence in a new, shocking context, forcing
people to face an aspect of human behaviour they would rather avoid.
Goethe described the world through eyes of one tortured young man
and his tangled emotions of love and hope, disappointment and death.
It was a best-seller across all of Europe. Everywhere young men
dressed like Werther—in blue coats and yellow waistcoats—and not
infrequently, like Werther, shot themselves. But the book did something
else: Werther established German for the first time as a European
literary language. Goethe joined his hero, Shakespeare, as an author
the world wanted to read’ (Neil MacGregor, Germany: Memories of a
Nation, pp. 138–140).

Provenance: the Gothic novelist Henrietta Masterman (1766–1813), who
wrote three books for the Minerva Press, 1808–13. She married the
noted book collector Sir Mark [Masterman-]Sykes in 1795.
Carré, p. 9; Goedeke IV/III, 197, 6.ß; Morgan 2516; Oswald, Goethe in
England and America: bibliography (1909), p. 53; Speck 825; this edition
not in Garside et al. (see 1779: 10 for the first).

05. [GOETHE.] Charlotte. The Shade of my Mother hovers
round me, when in a still evening I sit in the midst of her Children,
I wish she would look down upon us, and see I fulfil the promise I
made her to be a Mother to them. Sorrows of Werter. To the
Honble Mrs Grenville. This Print after an Original Drawing by H.
Bunbury Esqr is with the greatest respect Dedicated by Her most
obedient servant W. Dickinson. London, Published August 21st
1783 by W. Dickinson Engraver & Printseller No. 158 New Bond
Street. [With:]
Sorrows of Werter. To day I was sitting by Charlotte; she was
playing on her harpsichord with an expression it is impossible for
me to discribe [sic] to you … London Pubd April, 21, 1785 by Ias
Birchall No. 473 Strand. [And:]
Sorrows of Werter. They had passed an hour in this irksome
situation, when the arrival of Werter’s servant completed
Charlotte’s distress … London Pubd April, 21, 1785 by Ias Birchall
No. 473 Strand.
3 etchings with stipple (the first 400 × 360 mm, on a folio sheet, 565 ×
405 mm; the others 255 × 203 mm, trimmed to platemark) by Bartolozzi,
the first after Bunbury, the others after Ramberg, printed in sanguine;
some spotting to the Rambergs, but in very good condition.
£1200 + VAT (in the UK)
With the publication of Götz von Berlichingen (1773) and Die Leiden des
jungen Werthers (1774), ‘in one brief year Goethe made the transition
from promising young poet, to standard-bearer of a new literary
movement, to rising international literary star’ (Bareikis 92).
Goethe’s influential novel first appeared in English, via a French
translation, in 1779 (see previous item), and soon grabbed the attention
of the British public. It is fitting that two of the prints here are after work
by Johann Heinrich Ramberg (1763–1840), a young German artist who

had come to England in 1781, where he was immediately ‘introduced
to George III, for whom he made many humorous sketches and
caricatures. He is said to have been a pupil of Sir Joshua
Reynolds and Francesco Bartolozzi, and in November 1781 he entered
the Royal Academy Schools, where he studied with Benjamin
West under the special protection of George III’ (Oxford DNB).
Calabi & De Vesme 1415–7; Carré, Goethe en Angleterre, pp. 21–3; see
also Speck 1348 for the third print.

WITH A ‘CATALOGUE OF SOME MODERN GERMAN BOOKS’
INCLUDING GOETHE

06. WENDEBORN, Gebhard Friedrich August. Exercises to Dr.
Wendeborn’s Introduction to German Grammar, written by himself.
A copious Vocabulary, and a Catalogue of some of the best
modern german [sic] books are added. [London:] Printed for the
Author, and sold at Mssrs. G. G. J. Robinson’s … J. Johnson’s …
J. Hookham’s … and James Phillip’s … 1797.
Small 8vo (180 × 101 mm), pp. [8], 200; contemporary tree sheep, a little
scraped in places, extremities rubbed, spine label lettered gilt; ink
ownership inscription of C. H. Harbord (Edinburgh, 1799) at head of title.
£600
First edition: a companion book to the author’s popular grammar (a third
edition was published in 1797), which includes a catalogue of modern
German books at the end, updated from the list he provided in his 1774
Elements of German Grammar: ‘Without reading some of the best
books, that are published by esteemed authors, in their native language,
it is impossible to acquire that difficult art of writing and speaking a
foreign language, with propriety and elegance. I shall, therefore, here
subjoin a small catalogue of some modern German books, whose
authors have acquired celebrity. Many of them are, at this time, still
living; and some, whom I have mentioned, though they are of a more
remote date, will, however, in my opinion, never lose their merit’ (p. 196).
Among the authors included here for the first time are Bürger, Campe,
Gleim, Schiller, and Goethe (‘Many volumes are published already, and
perhaps many more are still to come. The sorrows of Werther have
made this author known in England’). See McLelland, pp. 60–4 for a
comparative table.
Alston XIII, 18 (‘Possibly printed at Hamburg’; the Kurrentschrift type
used on pp. 2–3, ‘A specimen of German Handwriting’, is certainly very
unusual in an English book); McLelland, p. 346.

GOETHE’S EGMONT

07. IFFLAND, August Wilhelm. The Foresters, a Picture of rural
Manners, a Play, in five Acts … Translated from the German by
Bell Plumptre, Translator of [Spieß’s] The Mountain
Cottager. London: Printed for Vernor and Hood … 1799.
8vo (202 × 124 mm), pp. [4], 119, [1]; some light offsetting; disbound.
£200
First edition in English of Die Jäger (1785). A number of plays by the
outstanding character actor A. W. Iffland (1759–1814; he created the
part of Franz Moor in Schiller’s Die Räuber, and later played the hero in
Goethe’s Egmont) were translated into English 1799–1800. But while
they had proved popular in Germany, ‘competent examples of
craftsmanship, intended for the theatres in which he acted and directed
… [and] among the best examples of the sentimental moralizing play
(Rührstücke), which was the popular theatrical fare of the middle
classes’ (Oxford Companion to German Literature), none was ‘found
worthy of the stage’ in England, as Stockley puts it.
The translator here is Annabella Plumptre (1769–1838), who with her
elder sister Anne did much to present German literature to an English
audience. ‘Anne’s translations of Kotzebue, the German playwright then
in fashion in London, and Bell’s of W. A. Iffland’s The Foresters, both
published in 1799, belong to the aesthetics of sensibility associated with
the Gothic vogue that exploited the extremes of feeling, especially fear
and the frisson of illicit sensuality. Sheridan borrowed Anne’s accurate
translation before publication in order to produce his own very
successful version of Kotzebue’s Pizarro, or, The Spaniards in Peru: a
Tragedy’ (Oxford DNB).
Morgan 4707; for German editions, see Borst 501 and Goedeke V,
266, 7.

08. IFFLAND, August Wilhelm. The Nephews: a Play, in five
Acts. Freely translated from the German … by Hannibal Evans
Lloyd, Esq. London: Printed by W. and C. Spilsbury … and sold
by G. G. and J. Robinson … Cadell and Davies … J. Debrett …
and J. Bell … 1799.
8vo (202 × 123 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], 104; complete with the halftitle; some light browning; disbound.
£200

First edition in English of Die Mündel (1785). The translator, Lloyd
(1771–1847), was a friend of Klopstock, and lived in Hamburg, 1800–13;
he ‘had an extensive acquaintance with Continental languages, and is
said to have dictated in three at once’ (Stockley, p. 183n).
Morgan 4704; for German editions, see Goedeke V, 266, 6.

09. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. The Sorrows of Werther;
translated from the German of Baron Göethe [sic]. By Fred.
Gotzberg, assisted by an English literary Gentleman … London:
Printed by J. Cundee … for T. Hurst … J. Booth … J. Dingle, Bury;
A. Bothamley, and H. Holmes, Leeds; T. Gibbon, C. Smith, and J.
Bally, Bath. 1802.

12mo (142 × 84 mm) in half-sheets (though an advertisement at the end
calls it a ‘foolscap 8vo’), pp. iv, 194, [6]; with a stipple-engraved
frontispiece and 5 further plates by Hopwood; some light toning;
contemporary calf gilt, a little rubbed, smooth spine gilt in compartments.
£300
First edition of this translation, the issue with the engravings in black and
white. The preface supplies a surprising puff: ‘Frederick Gotzberg is a
native of Germany, had some knowledge of Werter’s family[!], and ranks
foremost among the literati of his country’ (p. iv). The identity of the
‘English literary gentleman’ who assisted in the translation (and probably
wrote the preface) remains unknown. ‘It is evident that he was
acquainted with the history of Werther in England, and, while the title of
the work places him somewhat in the background, the general character
of the translation leads me to ascribe a considerable portion to the hand
of an Englishman’ (Long, p. 195).
Carré, p. 30; Goedeke IV/III, 197, 11; Morgan 2543; Oswald, p. 55;
Speck 862; not in Garside et al.

CONTAINING THE FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF ANY PART OF FAUST

10. STAËL-HOLSTEIN, Anne-Louise-Germaine, baronne de.
Germany … Translated from the French … London: Printed for
John Murray … 1813.
3 vols, 8vo (223 × 137 mm), pp. iv, xv, [1], 383, [1]; iv, 408; iv, 419, [1];
uncut and largely unopened in the original publisher’s boards, printed
paper spine labels; corners worn, the spines rather dust-soiled, but still
very good.
£950
First edition in English of De l’Allemagne, Madame de Staël’s great work
of literary criticism (‘un des livres fondamentaux du XIXe siècle’, En
français dans le texte 222), translated by Byron’s friend, the Latinist
Francis Hodgson (1781–1852). The same year Murray also published
the first edition in French, after the 10,000 copies of the original French
version, on Napoleon’s orders, had been seized on the eve of
publication in 1810. ‘All but four copies … were destroyed, the type
broken up, and the author was ordered to leave the country within
twenty-four hours’ (Oxford Companion to French Literature).
The British mania for German literature seen in the 1790s was followed
by a period of relative apathy. Interest was reignited with the
appearance of Madame de Staël’s book, which was ‘reviewed at length
in all the leading periodicals, and attracted much attention. Carlyle …

[later] said: “The work indeed, with all its vagueness and short-comings
must be regarded as the precursor, if not the parent, of whatever
acquaintance with German literature exists among us”’ (Stockley, p. 10).
Byron’s interest in German writers was aroused by de Staël’s book.

This edition also provides the earliest English translation of any part of
Goethe’s Faust. ‘Madame de Staël gave a résumé of “Faust” which is
interspersed with a number of translated passages … When her book
appeared in England in 1813, these passages were naturally
retranslated into English and represent, if one excepts the Cathedral

Scene of Taylor [in his review of the first part of Faust for the Monthly
Review, 1810], the first English translation of parts of “Faust”’ (Hauhart,
The Reception of Goethe’s Faust in England, pp. 27–8).
Carré, p. 79; Hauhart, p. 136; Oswald, p. 11 (‘To her work the English
owed their first portrait of Goethe as a man’). For the first edition, see
Borst 1185 etc.

TRANSLATIONS FROM GOETHE BY A CLOSE ENGLISH FRIEND

11. MELLISH, Joseph Charles. Gedichte … Hamburg 1818, bei
Perthes und Besser. Gedruckt bei J. G. Langhoff.
4 copies (see below), small 4to in half-sheets, pp. [12], 182; complete
with the half-title (Deutsche Gedichte eines Engländers. Nebst einigen
Uebersetzungen in das Englische und Lateinische); with various
illustrations (etching, aquatint, wood engraving) in the text; original
lithographed boards by Siegfried Bendixen.
Each £950
First edition, dedicated to Louise, Grand Duchess of Saxe-WeimarEisenach. In 1813, Mellish left Weimar for Hamburg, to become British
Consul there. Yet he ‘kept up his interest in German literature to the end
of his life; also his relations with Weimar. In 1816 he visited Goethe at
Weimar with his son (Goethe’s godson), and the poet presented the boy
with a copy of Herrmann und Dorothea with a dedication to “Meinem
theuren Pathen, dem der Vater der beste Dolmetsch dieses Gedichtes
seyn kann”’ (Stockley, pp. 298–9).
Three poems by Goethe are among the English translations here, as
well as Hölty, Mathisson, Bürger, and a number from Schiller. There are
also Latin translations (from Hölty), German translations from English
(Colley Cibber, Sir Walter Scott), and original English and German lyrics
by Mellish, including ‘Dem jungen Göthe [i.e. August, the great writer’s
son], in’s Stammbuch geschrieben’, ‘An Schiller’, and ‘Sonnet auf
Schillers Tod’.
I offer four variants, all in the original lithographed boards, yet each
slightly different:
a) 189 × 149 mm, printed on wove paper, the printed boards pale green,
decorative printed spine (tear along upper joint, chipped at head, the
boards rather dusty, corners worn).

b) 182 × 145 mm, printed on laid paper, the printed boards pale green,
decorative printed spine (some light dust-soiling, spine slightly chipped
at head).
c) 183 × 145 mm, printed on laid paper, the printed boards dull orange,
decorative printed spine (some spotting, spine darkened).
d) 177 × 142 mm, printed on laid paper, the printed boards dull orange,
calf spine (light rubbed).
Goedeke XIII, 156, 5, 6 and 594, 1529, 1; Morgan C411; Speck 240;
Winkler, Die Frühzeit der deutschen Lithographie 069, 7.

PRESENTATION COPY

12. BELL, Major James. Letters from Wetzlar, written in 1817,
developing the authentic Particulars on which The Sorrows of
Werter are founded. To which is annexed The Stork; or the Herald
of Spring, a Poem … Printed [by Thomas Davison] for Rodwell
and Martin … London. 1821.
Small 8vo (184 × 111 mm), pp. vii, [1], 109, [3]; with a silhouette portrait
frontispiece (‘Goethe, at the Age of 23’); some light foxing, largely
confined to the margins; near-contemporary plum half calf, rubbed,
patterned cloth sides, spine decorated in gilt and blind.
£175
First edition, inscribed on the half-title ‘to Mrs Sherwood, Rysome-Garth,
from her very affectionate Brother, Major James Bell, East-York Militia.
Octr 2nd 1832’.

‘The Letters which I am about to lay before the public, form all together
but one small leaf in the history of literature; but it is a leaf which relates
to the leading era in the life of a man, whose fame as one of the first
poets of Germany has long been established. It relates also to a work
which has excited, and which continues to inspire, a more than ordinary
degree of interest in the bosoms of all ardent admirers of elegant
literature …’ (General Preface).
Carré, p. 34; Speck 999.

LARGE PAPER COPY

13. [BERESFORD, Benjamin, and
Joseph Charles MELLISH,
translators]. Specimens of the
German Lyric Poets: consisting of
Translations in Verse, from the Works
of Bürger, Goethe, Klopstock, Schiller,
&c. Interspersed with Biographical
Notices, and ornamented with
Engravings on Wood, by the first
Artists. London: Boosey and Sons …
and Rodwell and Martin … 1822.
8vo (212 × 135 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4],
ii, iii, [1], ‘125’ [i.e. 152], [2]; complete with
the half-title; title vignette and 13 further
wood engravings in the text, printed on
India paper and pasted in; printed on thick
paper, with generous margins; a little
offsetting from the turn-ins; later
nineteenth-century half calf and marbled
boards, all edges gilt, spine label lettered
gilt.
£500
First edition thus, a large-paper copy
(‘royal 8vo, India proofs’, Lowndes). ‘The
chief portion of the following Translations
was published at Berlin, about twenty
years ago, in a Musical Work, comprising
some of the best German Melodies … The great popularity which these
Translations obtained abroad, their scarcity, and the unquestionable
merit they possess, are the motives which gave rise to the present
reprint of them … A few more Poems [nine], translated from the same

language, by Mr. Mellish, … have likewise been added. To render this
little Volume complete, the Publishers prevailed upon a gentleman, a
German by birth, of great taste and knowledge of his native literature, to
furnish Biographical Sketches of most of the eminent Writers from
whose Works the Selection was made. These Sketches are partly
original, partly derived from sources of difficult access, and from the
information of persons of the highest authority on such subjects …’
(Advertisement).
Carré, pp. 89–90; Morgan C26; Oswald, p. 19; Speck 238.

‘OF EMPHATIC INTEREST’
14. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust: a Drama … and
Schiller’s Song of the Bell. Translated by Lord Francis Leveson
Gower. London: John Murray … 1823.
8vo (212 × 132 mm), pp. iv, [4], 304;
some light marginal browning, and
the odd spot (more so towards the
beginning); early black half
morocco, joints and edges rubbed;
Althorp bookplate.
£250
First edition of this popular
translation, the first to attempt a
rendering in rhymed verse, and for
ten years the only ‘complete’
English translation. The translator
admits in the preface to ‘omissions
of some length’, where he thought
his abilities as a translator (or his
moral decency) challenged.
It is true that Francis LevesonGower (1800–1857)—younger
brother of George Leveson-Gower,
founder member of the Roxburghe
Club—was something of a young
man in a hurry, and critics at the
time, and since, have condemned
the translation. Nevertheless,
‘among those who have translated
Goethe’s Faust, Leveson-Gower is
of emphatic interest. His personal acquaintance with Goethe [they met

in 1826, and corresponded] and his pioneer position as the first
European to attempt a virtually complete translation of this great drama
give him a place of unique distinction in the long line of those who have
Englished Faust’ (Adolf Ingram Frantz, Half a Hundred Thralls to Faust:
a Study based on the British and the American Translators of Goethe’s
Faust 1823–1949, p. 4).
Carré, p. 81; Frantz, p. 286; Hauhart, p. 137; Morgan 2719; Oswald,
p. 34.

FROM ONE FAUST TRANSLATOR TO ANOTHER

15. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust: a dramatic
Poem … translated into English Prose, with Remarks on former
Translations, and Notes, by the Translator of Savigny’s “Of the
Vocation of Our Age for Legislation and Jurisprudence.” London:
Edward Moxon … 1833.
8vo (224 × 137 mm), pp. lxxxvii, [3], 291, [1]; with the privately-printed
title-page (‘London:—
MDCCCXXXIII.’) bound in
after p. [iv] and uncancelled
leaves from that first printing
(S1–8 and T2–3) bound in at
the end; some light spotting
towards the beginning;
occasional pencil marginalia;
uncut in later nineteenthcentury roan by D. V. Brady
(ticket to rear pastedown),
rubbed; later embossed
bookplate.
£1500
First published edition of this ‘celebrated translation’ (Oswald), by
Abraham Hayward. A fascinating copy: with uncancelled leaves from
the initial private printing bound in at the end and inscribed to ‘John Hills
Esq: with the Translator’s most grateful acknowledgements for his aid.
A.H.’ on the front flyleaf. Hills later went on to publish his own
translation of Faust, in 1840.
From 1831 onwards, Hayward (1801–1884), who was trained in the law,
had made a number of visits to Göttingen, then a great centre for legal
studies. ‘Hayward’s interest in German literature and Goethe’s Faust
was, no doubt, also stimulated by these visits to Göttingen and other

German cities and by his intercourse with German scholars and friends
of Goethe. While the author of Faust was still living at this time, there is
no evidence that Hayward ever met him. But we know that Hayward
had become so interested in Faust that soon after his return to England
he made a prose translation of it for his own use and for private
circulation’ (Frantz, p. 19).
‘When he submitted the first impression to the various German scholars
among his friends, he frequently received as many as three or four
different interpretations for the same passage, from as many different
persons … He ransacked all the various commentaries which had at
that time been published, and deserves much credit for the scholarly
methods he pursued’ (Hauhart, p. 105).
‘Hayward’s translation was highly acclaimed. Southey, Wordsworth,
Rogers, Hallam, Coleridge, and many others wrote letters in which they
congratulated him upon his splendid achievement, and some years after
its publication Carlyle stated that of the nineteen translations then
existing “Hayward’s was the best”’ (Frantz, p. 22).
Carré, p. 136; Frantz, pp. 283–4; Hauhart, p. 139; Martin, Privately
Printed Books, p. 446; Morgan 2723/4; Oswald, p. 35.

QUOTING GOETHE

16. TAYLOR, H. Stammbuch. Göttingen and Bonn, 1834–5.
Oblong 12mo (91 × 116 mm), 100 unnumbered pages, the paper of
varying colours; one drawing, on card (copying a lithograph which has
been stitched into the book), loosely inserted; original embossed roan,
all edges gilt, rubbed, spine lettered gilt.
£550
The front free endpaper, signed. ‘H. Taylor’, is dated 25 September
1834. Some accomplished pencil sketches, including Rotterdam (30
Sep. 1834), the Drachenfels and Rolandseck on the Rhine,
Kammerstein, and the monument to General Hoche at Weißenthurm,
are followed by a number of manuscript ink entries by people Taylor has
met. The first date from March 1835, when Taylor had reached
Göttingen: by the naturalist Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752–1840),
quoting Malebranche, his wife Louise (1752–1837), quoting Herder, and
their daughter Adele (1787–1837), quoting Goethe; the mineralogist
Johann Friedrich Ludwig Hausmann (1782–1859), his wife Wilhelmine
(‘Minette’; 1786–1841), and their daughters Henriette (1812–1879),
quoting Jean Paul, and Maria (1795–1885); then April: ‘G. H. L.’, and ‘J.
R. L’, quoting Shakespeare (in English); Maxis Rehberg, quoting

Goldsmith’s Deserted Village (in English); and Samuel Phillips (1814–
1854), journalist, later the author of the novel Caleb Stukley (1844) and
literary critic for The Times, 1845–54), February 1835, quoting
Wordsworth’s poem ‘Memory’.

A ‘STRANGE WILD BOOK’, TRANSLATED BY THE AUTHOR HERSELF

17. [ARNIM, Bettina von]. [Cover title:] Goethe’s
Correspondence with a Child. For his Monument. First Volume.
[Colophon:] Printed by Trowitzsch & Son, Berlin [1837]. [With:]
[—————]. The Diary of a Child. [Colophon: Printed by
Trowitzsch & Son, Berlin] 1838.
2 vols (of three), large 12mo (197 × 120 and 191 × 116 mm), pp. [10], iv,
390, with an engraved frontispiece of Goethe’s mother by Funke; [4], x,
325, [1], with 2 engraved plates by Funke, one after the author; uncut
and partly unopened in later cloth with glazed paper over, preserving the
original printed wrappers of the Correspondence, and the rear wrapper
only of the Diary; the front wrapper of the Correspondence inscribed
‘Spiero, Geschenk von H. Grimm’; Spiero bookplate in each volume.
£600
First edition in English of Arnim’s first book, translated in part by the
author herself and privately printed in Berlin. ‘The printing had almost
come to end [sic], when by a variance between the printer and the
translator, it was interrupted; then by the inspiration of despair, I

ventured to continue translating … Had Byron still lived, he would have
praised my attempt, praised and loved me for the book’s sake …’ (Diary,
pp. iv, ix). These volumes, the first and third of three, were subsequently
presented to the literary historian Heinrich Spiero (1876–1947) by
Arnim’s son-in-law, Herman Grimm (1828–1901; son of Wilhelm Grimm,
of fairy-tale fame, and one of the editors of the Weimar edition of
Goethe’s works).

Bettina Brentano (1785–1859), as she then was—granddaughter of the
novelist Sophie de La Roche, sister of the poet Clemens Brentano, and
later the wife of her brother’s friend, the writer Achim von Arnim—
became friendly with Goethe’s mother on a visit to Frankfurt in 1806; she
met Goethe himself the following year and remained in close contact
with him until 1811 when, provoked by her behaviour towards his wife,
he severed all connection. After her husband’s death in 1831, Bettina
settled in Berlin, where she enjoyed moving in literary circles with the
likes of Tieck, the Grimms, and the Humboldts.
Goethes Briefwechsel mit einem Kinde (1835) has sometimes been
condemned as literary forgery, but the work is really an imaginative
novel in epistolary form, rather than a documentary collection of putative
letters. The subtitle ‘For his monument’ means exactly that: the book
was to help raise funds to erect a monument in Goethe’s memory;
Arnim’s line drawing of it is reproduced here as a frontispiece to vol. III.
The translation was published commercially by Longmans in London,
1837–9, using the Berlin sheets. When it was reprinted by Trübner &
Co. in 1860 the editors noted that the book had become ‘too celebrated
in German literature to need any recommendation to the English public’,
calling it a ‘strange wild book’; ‘it should be borne in mind that the
authoress herself was the translator … if it plays strange pranks with the
English language, this is only one more singularity to the many in which
the work abounds’.
Goedeke VI, 83, 3, d; Morgan 88 and 89; Oswald, p. 17 (London ed.).
For the first edition, see Borst 1741 etc.

PRESENTATION COPY

18. LINDSAY, Alexander William Crawford, 25th Earl of.
Ballads, Songs and Poems, translated from the German …
Wigan: Printed by C. S. Simms. 1841.
4to (312 × 248 mm), pp. x, [2], 157, [1]; a little dampstaining to the
endpapers and in the margins of the first and last few leaves; still a good
copy in later nineteenth-century blue half morocco, a little wear to the
edges; inscribed ‘To Miss Parker[?] from the Author’ on the half-title.
£400
First edition, privately printed, including lyrics by Goethe (‘The King in
Thule’, ‘The Fisher’, ‘The Erl-King’) and Schiller, though the majority are
by Uhland. However, ‘of primary instance … is the first item in the first
section: “The Hildebrand Lay” (“Das Hildenbrand-lied”). This is the first

verse rendition of the Old High German heroic ballad, however, as is
acknowledged, not from the original but from a “modernised” version’
(Allison Shelley, pp. 3–4).

‘No copy of this large quarto collection of English translations of German
poems is located except for this one … The dedication, apparently to a
relative, reads: “To Mrs James Lindsay, under whose roof, at whose
selection, and with whose kind assistance, these translations were
executed, they are now most affectionately inscribed …”’ (ibid.)

‘A poem, fresh from the heart and hand of its author, may be fancifully
compared, in spirit and form, to a little bird shut up in a golden cage; the
translator’s business is to catch the little bird and build another cage, as
nearly as possible after the self-same model, for its reception; too often
the little bird escapes during the process—but if he succeed in
transferring it to its new abode, and his friends see and hear it singing
within the bars, he has reason to congratulate himself—though the cage
be of iron’ (Preface).
The young book collector Lord Lindsay (1812–1880) writes his preface
from Lausanne, but the family home, Haigh Hall, which housed the great
Bibliotheca Lindesiana, was in Wigan, hence the imprint.
Carré, p. 153; Martin, p. 495; not found in Morgan or Speck.

19. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Herman and Dorothea.
Translated into English Hexameters, from the German
Hexameters … With an introductory Essay. London: W. H. Smith
and Son … 1849.

Small square 8vo (170 × 123 mm), pp. iv, 131, [1]; small chip to the foreedge of the title; uncut in the original publisher’s cloth by Josiah Westley
(binder’s ticket), decorated in gilt and blind, corners worn, rebacked,
front free endpaper renewed.
£150
First edition, with a long introduction (pp. 3–54), of the poem which
Schiller considered to be Goethe’s finest work. This is an anonymous,
new English version and not, as Morgan wonders, a reprint of Whewell’s
hexameter translation from a few years before (privately printed, 1839;
then published in English Hexameter Translations from Schiller, Göthe
[etc.], John Murray, 1847).
Morgan 2868; this edition not in Carré, Goedeke, Oswald, or Speck.

PRESENTATION MANUSCRIPT …

20. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Iphigenia in Tauris. A
Drama from the German … A new Translation … MDCCCL.
Manuscript on paper, 4to
(222 × 180 mm), pp.
[170]; executed in red
and black ink;
contemporary red
morocco gilt, now faded
and rubbed.
£1200
An attractive manuscript,
dated Sidmouth, 21
November 1850,
presented by the
translator to Dr William
T. Radford. With the
later inscription, dated
1900/1901, ‘John E.
Bennett from his loving
Mother in remembrance
of the last century at the
beginning of the new
one. A. R. B.’, on the
front free endpaper.
Anne Ramsden Bennett
(1817–1906) was the
eldest child of David

Gladstone, a Liverpool merchant. This appears to be her only
translation from German. She also spoke Italian, and translated Farini’s
Lo stato romano in collaboration with her cousin, the future Prime
Minster William Gladstone, in the 1850s.
‘Iphigenie is considered Goethe’s first purely classical work, but it is
perhaps better described as a masterpiece of synthesis between pagan
and Christian, classical and modern, Ancient Greek and German.
Goethe referred to the play himself as “ganz verteufelt human”
[“diabolically humane”]’ (Bareikis 133).

… THEN PRIVATELY PRINTED
21. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Iphigenia in Tauris from
the German … with original Poems … Privately printed.
[Colophon: Baines and Herbert, Printers, Liverpool.] 1851.
12mo (185 × 110 mm) in half-sheets,
pp. [8], 200, [2]; leaves lightly toned;
original blind-stamped cloth, spine
lettered gilt, headcap chipped, spine
and upper edge of the boards
darkened.
£250
First edition of this translation,
inscribed ‘For Mrs B. Hodge with Mrs
Bennett’s kind regards’ on the halftitle. ‘The drama of “Iphigenia in
Tauris” is generally considered as
Goethe’s masterpiece. It is styled, by
his illustrious countryman, Schlegel,
an echo of Greek song … As a proof
of the high estimation in which
“Iphigenia in Tauris” is held by the
Germans, it may be mentioned that it
was performed at the Theatre of
Weimar on Goethe’s eightieth
birthday, as the highest tribute that
could be offered to the poet’s genius’
(Preface, dated Sidmouth, 17
October 1850).
Goedeke IV/III, 266, VII, d; Morgan
2911; Oswald, p. 51; Speck 1574.

22. [GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von, et al]. Poems; original
and translated. By Theodore Martin. London: [Chiswick Press:—
Whittingham and Wilkins] Printed for Private Circulation. 1863.
8vo (188 × 140 mm) in half-sheets, pp. vi, 350, [2]; a very good copy,
uncut in contemporary cloth (lettered ‘Wm Blackwood & Sons Edinburgh
& London’ at tail of spine), spine lightly sunned.
£300
First edition, privately printed, containing work by Goethe, Schiller, and
Uhland. The translation of Faust was subsequently published by
Blackwood & Sons in 1865, which may account for the binding here.

‘Sir Theodore Martin [1816–1909] will be remembered not so much for
the brilliance he displayed in his vocation as a lawyer as for the success
he achieved as a man of letters … We find that Martin’s interest in
German goes back to his student days at the University of Edinburgh in
1830–1833. Here he developed a love for literature, interested himself
in music and the stage, and studied German … There appeared in
1863, in the volume Poems: Original and Translated, printed for private
circulation, large portions of both parts of Faust: the Dedication and the
first two scenes of Part I, the first four scenes of Act I, the first six scenes
of Act II, and the whole of Act III, from Part II. Part I was completed and
published in 1865. On March 28, 1865, Martin wrote to Hermann Kindt,
a German literary critic and friend, as follows: “It has been a dream of
mine since boyhood to translate Faust, of which we have truly no version
in English worthy of the name. At last I have been able to realize my
dream; but I need not say how far short I feel my work must be of the
matchless original.” Still, the translation was in demand, for on
November 3, 1865, Martin wrote to his printers, Messrs. Whittingham
and Wilkins: “I enclose my check for £67 in payment of your account for
printing Faust. The publishers tell me I must go to press at once with a
second edition”’ (Frantz, pp. 36, 38–9).
Frantz, p. 287 (published version, 1865); Morgan C396 (‘Good
versions’); not found in Oswald.

FAUST AS SATIRE

23. [BEETON, Samuel Orchart]. Faust and ’Phisto. [In:]
Beeton’s Christmas Annual. Sixteenth Season. London: Ward,
Lock, and Tyler [1875].
4to (237 × 179 mm), pp. viii, 120, including advertisements; text printed
in double columns, with numerous wood- engraved illustrations in the
text; original illustrated wrappers, printed in red, blue, and black, bound
in; some light occasional spotting, one small drop of wax to front
wrapper; bound between two other issues of the Annual (‘The Mystery’,
1876, and ‘The Fijiad’, 1874) in near-contemporary red half roan,
pebbled cloth sides, upper board gilt with unidentified monogram
(possibly German: the crown above is that of a Freiherr), spine gilt in
compartments, a little rubbed, marbled endpapers and edges, bookplate
of Robert J. Hayhurst to front pastedown.
£200
First appearance in print. ‘In “Faust and ’Phisto” Goethe’s famous
creation will be adapted and improved to an extent which even the
powerful genius of the great German poet could not have anticipated,
Faust himself being developed in a surprising manner, and

Mephistophiles being adapted to the requirements of modern society…’
(The Bookseller, 5 Nov. 1875).
This is one of a number of
satirical swipes at the Prince
of Wales by Beeton (husband
of the celebrated Mrs Beeton)
and his fellow writers at the
Annual. ‘At the end of 1870
there was published a clever
parody of Tennyson's “Idylls
of the King” called “The
Coming K——,” which with
much insolence purported to
draw the veil from the
prince’s private life. The
assault was pursued next
year by the same authors in
“The Siliad,” and the series
was continued in “The Fijiad”
[also bound in here], “Faust
and ’Phisto”, “Jon Duan”, and
finally in a prophetically
named brochure, “Edward
VII; a play on the past and
present times with a view to
the future”. All current
politics and society came under the satirists’ lash. But the burden of the
indictment, phrased in various keys of scurrility, was that the prince’s
conduct was unfitting him for succession to the throne. The
recrudescence of Queen Victoria’s popularity and the manifest goodnature and public spirit of the prince soon dissipated for the most part
the satiric censure. Yet an undercurrent of resentment against reputed
indulgences of the prince’s private life never wholly disappeared’
(original DNB).
Sadleir 3481. Not found in Carré or Oswald.

A FINE COPY

24. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust from the German of
Goethe by Thos. E. Webb, LL.D., one of Her Majesty’s Counsel;
sometime Fellow of Trinity College; now Regius Professor of
Laws, and Public Orator in the University of Dublin. Dublin:

Hodges, Figgis, & Co. … London: Longmans, Green, & Co. …
1880.
8vo (226 × 141 mm), pp. xxxvi, 373, [3]; with a 24-page Longmans
catalogue (dated April 1880) at the end; half-title foxed; uncut and
unopened in the original publisher’s cloth, bright and fresh, in the original
(plain) dust-jacket, a little chipped and dust-soiled.
£300
First edition of a verse translation, the publisher’s cloth on
this copy in fine original condition. A Cornishman by birth,
with an Irish mother, Thomas Ebenezer Webb (1827–1903)
won a scholarship to Trinity College, Dublin, where he was
subsequently elected first Professor of Moral Philosophy,
then Law. He was ‘a man of broad culture. “It was in
society that he attained his real success. He had his wide
and varied reading so perfectly in hand that epigram and
illustration made his talk sparkle” … Judged also from the
purely literary side, Webb’s career was of no mean
importance. In his time he was considered to be an
authority on Scott’s novels, the letters of Junius, the
Elizabethan poets, and the life of Napoleon, and like his
fellow translator, Sir Theodore Martin [see item xxx], he also
took a keen interest in Shakespeare … If, on the one hand,
Webb interested himself in the literary genius of his own
country, he was broad enough in his sympathies to include
among his studies the works of the German literary
mastermind, Goethe, who himself throughout his life was an
apt student of Shakespeare. Webb’s enthusiasm for the
German poet was by no means a short and passing one, for
in 1880 he published his translation of Faust, and as a
charter member and vice-president of the English Goethe
Society, founded in 1886, he manifested a lively interest in
Goethe research until his own death in 1903.
‘In the Preface to the first edition, the translator remarks that
“the desire of the English people to naturalize the great
German poet is unabated after forty efforts … and it will
never be satisfied till under some happy conjunction of the planets, an
English translator appears who has converted the German masterpiece
into an English poem”’ (Frantz, pp. 50–1). While a somewhat free
translation, Webb’s is ‘more faithful and poetical than the versions of
many of his contemporary rivals’ (Oxford DNB).
Frantz, p. 298; Morgan 2829; Oswald, p. 41.

25. WILLMORE, Charles. Queenwood College Mutual
Improvement Society. Spring Term, 1886. “Faust,” … Friday
Evening, 16th April … [1886].
8vo (254 × 160 mm), pp. 136; printed on laid paper; title lightly foxed;
uncut in contemporary half cloth, corners worn, spine marked.
£100
Rare printed lecture notes on
Goethe’s Faust, given at a
provincial Victorian school. The
translations included come from a
variety of sources: ‘there are
about forty English Translations of
the First Part of Faust; of the
Second Part the Translations are
fewer, but still numerous. As for
the literature generally of the
Faustsage, it would make a
library’ (p. 5).
Queenwood College was an
experimental school, near
Stockbridge in Hampshire,
founded in 1847 by followers of
Robert Owen under the direction
of the Quaker educationalist,
George Edmondson. ‘His genius
lay more in organization than
teaching, and under his
headmastership the school
became very well-equipped. He
had a carpenter’s and a
blacksmith’s shop as well as a
printing-office, in which a monthly
periodical was issued, edited, and
at one time set up by the boys’
(Oxford DNB). It could well be that the present work was printed at the
school.
Charles Willmore took over the running of the school after death of
Edmondson in 1863. The College finally closed in 1896; Willmore
stayed on, only to perish in the fire which swept the school buildings in
1902.
Library Hub Discover locates the British Library copy only.
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